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Mixed-signal and DSP Design Techniques (Analog Devices)Newnes, 2003

	The reader is provided with information on how to choose between the techniques and how to design a system that takes advantage of the best features of each of them. Imminently practical in approach, the book covers sampled data systems, choosing A-to-D and D-to-A converters for DSP applications, fast Fourier transforms, digital filters,...
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Learning Google Apps ScriptPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Gain insight into customizing and automating Google applications with JavaScript
	
		Create add-ons for Google Sheets, Docs, or Forms; automate your workflow; integrate with external APIs; and more.
	
		A step-by-step guide to building real-world solutions



	Book...
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Biologics in General MedicineSpringer, 2007

	This is the first book to cover every angle in the clinical application of biologics. Readers will not only find that all of the biologics currently approved for clinical use are delineated in a standardized way, but also the "differential therapy" with biologics in fields including dermatology and neurology is described in detail...
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Lua Quick Start Guide: The easiest way to learn Lua programmingPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		The easiest way to learn Lua programming

	
		Key Features

		
			The easiest way to learn Lua coding
	
			Use the Lua standard libraries and debug Lua code
	
			Embed Lua as a scripting language using the Lua C API


	
		Book Description

	
		Lua is a...
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Computer Viruses: from theory to applications (Collection IRIS)Springer, 2005
This book deals with computer viruses envisaged from three different points of view, namely the theoretical fundamentals of computer virology, algorithmic and practical aspects of viruses and their potential applications to various areas. The theoretical formalization by means of Turing machines, self-reproducing automata and recursive functions...
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Learning ActionScript 3.0: A Beginner's GuideO'Reilly, 2008
In this book, authors Rich Shupe and Zevan Rosser share the knowledge they've gained from their years as multimedia developers/designers and teachers. Learning ActionScript 3.0 gives you a solid foundation in the language of Flash and demonstrates how you can use it for practical, everyday projects. The authors do more than just give you a...
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Java(tm) for S/390® and AS/400® COBOL ProgrammersMC Press, 2000
Written by mainframe and midrange professionals George Farr and Phil Coulthard, Java for S/390 & AS/400 COBOL Programmers is designed to help COBOL programmers make the jump to Java. It teaches COBOL programmers how to read and write Java programs and helps them understand the concepts necessary to continue to improve their Java skills. Rather...
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Integrated Information Management: Applying Successful Industrial Concepts in IT (Business Engineering)Springer, 2006
This book addresses the current challenges facing information management (IM) and presents practical solution propositions. It is divided into three parts. The first section describes six current trends and challenges to IM. The second section introduces a comprehensive model of integrated information management (IIM), which represents an answer to...
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MongoDB BasicsApress, 2014

	Need a quick and easy to understand introduction to MongoDB and NoSQL databases? MongoDB Basics, from The Definitive Guide to MongoDB, 2E, shows you how a document-oriented database system differs from a relational database, and how to install and get started using it. You'll also learn MongoDB design basics, including...
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Ninja Innovation: The Ten Killer Strategies of the World's Most Successful BusinessesWilliam Morrow, 2013

	Innovate or die


	For thirty years, Gary Shapiro has observed the world's most innovative businesses from his front-row seat as leader of the Consumer Electronics Association. Now he reveals the ten secrets of "ninja innovators" like Apple, Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and many others.


	What does it take to...
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Programming Python, Second Edition with CDO'Reilly, 2001
Programming Python focuses on advanced applications of Python. Endorsed by Python creator Guido van Rossum, it demonstrates advanced Python techniques, and addresses software design issues such as reusability and object-oriented programming. The enclosed platform-neutral CD-ROM has book examples and various...
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BIRT: A Field Guide to Reporting (The Eclipse Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
The first in a two-book series about Business Intelligence and Reporting Technology, BIRT: A Field Guide to Reporting introduces reporting to a broad base of users. Built on the Eclipse platform, this exciting technology makes it possible for programmers and non-programmers to build and deploy complex reports with...
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